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This book teaches children the alphabet by associating letters with specific nouns. It contains
one noun for each letter of the alphabet. This way is easier for a child to remember letters when
it associates them with a specific words. A great educational book for children.

Five stars (highest rating). "SWAGGER empowers parents and anyone who cares about boys to
get real about the culture we live in, and gives us thetools to do right by our sons." --
Examiner.comFrom the Inside Flap "There is a great deal we as parents can do at little or no
cost to give our boys the advantages they need right now to jack up their odds of finishing high
school, going to college, and leading a decent, free life in which they can not only support a
family but also contribute to their communities. Because parenting can't wait. Our boys are
growing up now, in conditions they did not create, and they deserve more than an adulthood
defined by illiteracy, poverty, and reporting to a parole officer. Swagger will show you how." --
From the Introduction IN HER FRESH and frank New York Times best-seller, THINK, Lisa Bloom
issued a wake-up call to women all across the country, challenging them to push back against
tabloid media and the beauty industry, and to reclaim their brains. Now, in her thought-provoking
follow-up, Swagger, she turns her focus to her male counterparts, with a startling look at boys
and the culture in which they are growing up, asking: * Why is your son struggling in school? *
Why can't teenage boys find jobs? * How do our media get away with messages that being a
man means being a thug? * Why are our prisons overflowing with young men? * And most
importantly: how can we protect our boys, and give them the bright future they
deserve? Acclaimed author, passionate advocate, TV host, attorney, and mother Lisa Bloom
answers these questions -- and many more -- in her trademark hard-hitting, no-nonsense style.
Swagger is a call to action for parents -- and anyone who cares about boys -- going in depth to
reveal the forces aligned against our sons, then offering ten practical, inexpensive, proven
solutions for raising healthy sons, starting today. --This text refers to the hardcover edition.From
the Back Cover LISA BLOOM is the New York Times bestselling author of Think: Straight Talk for
Women to Stay Smart in a Dumbed-Down World. Her recent article, "How to Talk to Little Girls,"
was one of the most shared articles on Facebook in 2011. A graduate of Yale Law School, and
former Court TV anchor, Lisa appears often on CNN, CBS and HLN, and frequently speaks to
corporate, nonprofit, student and book groups. She lives in Los Angeles. --This text refers to the
hardcover edition.About the AuthorLisa Bloom is an award-winning journalist, legal analyst, and
trial attorney. From 2001-2009, Lisa hosted a daily, live, national television show on Court TV.
She is currently the CBS News and the CNN Legal Analyst, appearing frequently on The Early
Show, and on CNN and HLN prime time shows. She is a regular legal expert on The Dr. Phil
Show and in the last year has guest-hosted Larry King Live, The Early Show, and Showbiz



Tonight. Lisa graduated early and phi beta kappa from UCLA and then from the Yale Law
School. Her first book, THINK!, was a New York Times best-seller. --This text refers to the
hardcover edition.Read more
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Alphabet FROM Dallas Cowboys, Alphabet FROM Cincinnati Reds, Alphabet FROM Pittsburgh
Steelers

The book by Leonzio has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 1 people have provided feedback.
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